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We are in the midst of an unprecedented crisis due to novel strain of
Coronavirus, that started from China around Christmas and has gripped the
world since then. The crisis has impacted Indian Railways that has been under
a partial lockdown since the end of March 2020.
The coming months shall be critical with respect to the spread of the virus and
the fear of its reoccurrence. There will be a number of fundamental changes in
the concept of travelling with a renewed focus on social distancing that would
continue far beyond the end of the crisis. There will be a need of increased
intelligence in the distribution of goods and the planning of freight, as the
impending recession may create a complicated and variable need of essential
and nonessential services and goods across the country.
The major operations of the Indian Railways is divided into two parts: goods
services and
passenger services. Both these services form the backbone of the livelihood of
Indians.
Indian Railways may face multi-fold challenges:
how to ensure that it plays a major role in providing right services to
Indians and help in minimizing their economic and social losses resulting
out of the current crisis;
how to ensure it minimizes negative impact on its revenue that would be
severely reduced due to the current crisis;
how to ensure it maximizes its operational capabilities and its profits;
how to comply with needs of social distancing while ensuring optimum
continuation of operations;
how to plan for the uncertain future and get ready for the fundamental
changes the crisis would bring across India.
The challenges mentioned above may find an answer in new age technologies
such as data
analytics and artificial intelligence. This concept paper talks about the main
challenges in the Indian Railways and provides recommendations on how to
fight these challenges.
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Background:
Sapio Umbrella, through its members, has been engaged with Indian
Railways, on introduction of new age technologies for its processes, such
as data driven dynamic pricing system.
Since the advent of the COVID-19 crisis, it has also been engaged with a
number of government bodies on providing a data driven decision
support system to them. Among other things, it has published a white
paper on economic impact of COVID-19 on India across sectors. The
amount of work 300+ members have done over the past 30 days has led
to a deep understanding of how the economy and society is changing
right now and how they shall change in the months to come.

Scope:
With this background, Sapio Umbrella, realized the need to focus upon
data analytics and artificial intelligence, to not only improve the current
processes and operations of the Indian Railways, but also to get these
processes optimized for the changing future. It started off by focusing on
the two divisions of Indian Railways separately, understood their
functioning, and conceptualized recommendations that can be useful for
efficiency optimization.
It divided the recommendations into 2 phases: lockdown phase and postlockdown phase.

Structured Plan for Lockdown Phase
In the lockdown phase, following parameters are set as the highest
priority items:
Impact on Livelihood due to non-functioning or limited functioning of
the Indian Railways.
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(1) Goods: It is used for supplying essential services throughout the
nation. This directly impacts lives. It is also used for supplying raw
materials to industries, thus directly impacting their functioning, and
hence lives of stakeholders of the same.
(2) Passenger: A large number of passengers need to travel from their
hometown to their workplace and vice versa, thus directly impacting
livelihood.
Impact on the spread of the virus, since travel or transportation is
one of the prominent factors involved in decrease of social
distancing and increase of spread.
The above parameters need to be optimized for minimum impact using
data driven functions, that include data such as freight data (legacy
data), passenger data (legacy data), essential services transport data
(legacy and current data), and hundreds of other data points that link
lockdown to spread and spread to transport and travel, and data points
that link supply of raw materials to productivity and productivity to
livelihood.
Using the above, the first round of lockdown plan needs to be made.
After that, the next set of parameters are set as second highest in terms
of priority:
Increase in Revenue from freight
(1) Supply for Industries: Knowing the need of industries is critical
in planning how to re-structure pricing for transport of materials.
(2) Transportation Time, Commodity Type, Grade of Transporter:
Other parameters are taken to ensure revenue optimization.
Increase in Revenue from passengers
(1) Understanding Demand: If legacy data is the only set of data
used to understand demand, then the outputs would be limited; since
the current situation requires deeper understanding of travel
requirements during a phase of partial lockdown.
(2) Dynamic Fare Pricing: If done intelligently with the demand
intact, without impacting the first set of highest priority parameters, it
can lead to an increase in revenue.
Using these new sets of parameters, the first round of lockdown plan is
modified.
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Recommendations for Lockdown Phase
Data-driven analysis combined with artificial intelligence (driven by
feedback loop from datadriven analysis) in the manner described above
is required for the following decisions. Note that these decisions need to
be taken and revised on a real time basis, considering the different subphases within the lockdown phase.
Number of goods trains to be started
Commodity Types that need to be allowed for transport
Priority and preference within the allowed commodity types
New chart plan for freight- new fares (slab-based), new route plan
Number of passengers allowed per coach in a passenger train
New chart plan for passengers- distribution of berths depending on
train’s route (considering a train may pass through high risk areas)
Dynamic Fare Pricing for passengers
Type of train routes that need to be opened (with a new plan for
stops in that route, taking into account high risk passengers)
Plan for distributing passenger tickets (with restrictions)
Availability of medical supplies and medical resources on-board and
on the platforms (how much, where, when)
Availability of testing kits in stations (how much, where, when)
Restriction of travel of certain types of passengers
We are aware that some of the above mentioned points of
recommendation may require significant amount of changes in the
processes, that would not be feasible currently. Indian Railways can start
off with recommendations that can be easily implemented.
This concept paper does not provide the actual recommendations and
only provides the possibilities of recommendations that can be driven if
data and artificial intelligence is used.
Nevertheless, here are some examples that our models recommend:
While starting the passenger trains, longest distance train routes
should be given a higher priority, followed by a phase wise allowing
of the goods trains.
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While preparing the distribution of berths, the sleeper coaches need to
function at reduced capacity. The reduction of capacity can be a
function of the route, which in turn is a function of the prediction of
spread. But, here is an example for any route.
The above shows how Indian Railways can start functioning while
reducing the potential spread of COVID-19 through a new charting plan.
As we can see, in Normal SL there are 8 Passengers travelling in coach the
total coach capacity will be 72 in 9 bays [72/8=9]. But since we need to
follow social distancing the marked berths will be less 5 instead of 8 so the
total capacity will be 45 [5*8=45] for each social coach.
The exact numbers shall be a function of the first set of highest priority
parameters and the second set of second highest priority parameters. The
above suggestion is recommended based on the same.
The use of Air Conditioning in coaches shall need to be reduced. Such
reduction shall be done to ensure minimum spread.

Recommendations for post-lockdown phase
In the post-lockdown phase, there will be introduction of new parameters
that need to be accounted for. These parameters shall be a function of the
current phases and hence current data points shall also be needed for
taking the functions of these parameters.
Those new parameters are:
Probability of re-occurrence of the pandemic: Railways enables travel
in a manner where maintaining social distancing becomes tough. It
can play a role in increasing fear of re-occurrence. Hence plans need to
be made to minimize this.
Changed Social Behaviour and Expectations with respect to social
distancing: This may lead to changed expectations of passengers from
Indian Railways.
Demand of products driven by recession: The post-COVID-19 period
shall see continuation of economic recession. Optimization of revenue
is possible if correct predictions of the demand of transport of goods is
made.
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These new parameters should be added to the mix of formulae used in
the lockdown phase, to come to the following recommendations:
Priority and preference within the allowed commodity types for
goods services
New chart plan for freight- new fares (AI based dynamic pricing), new
route plan
Number of passengers allowed per coach in a passenger train
Dynamic Fare Pricing for passengers (AI based)
Availability of medical supplies and medical resources on-board and
on the platforms (how much, where, when)
Availability of testing kits in stations (how much, where, when)
Mapping of passengers based on their risk profile and risk alert on
crossing of a threshold of high risk.

Conclusive Suggestions
Overall, we believe that Indian Railways shall play a critical role in
deciding how the spread of COVID-19 impacts Indians, and it shall also
face an economic trouble or challenge because of the crisis.
Both the situations can be handled through data driven analytics using
feedback loops for artificial intelligence. Data and AI can provide
recommendations on the changes that need to be done in existing rules,
systems and processes, while ensuring operational efficiency.
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